
A ‘How To’ for wanna be hitch hikers 
So… you wanna hitch hike hey? Well this report is gonna show you just how, with all things to 

look out for, where to stand, how to dress and just how to get that thumb up technique just 

right ;) 

Where to hitch: 

- You’ll wanna hitch at, or near onramps where there is enough room for a car to pull 

up, somewhere the driver will have enough time to see you. Main roads that are 

heading towards the highway are also good. I find not too close to traffic lights or street 

corners, but close enough that the car can see you from the nearest set of traffic lights 

or as it comes around a corner. Basically somewhere the driver will see you in advance 

and won’t be exceeding 50km/hr when they get close to you and where there’s a bit 

of room to pull up (a gas station or a bus stop for example). Another place to hitch is 

at big gas stations. You’ll often get dropped off here by people who can take you no 

further on your journey. You have two options at these big gas centres: 

o 1. Stand out front of the gas station with a sign to where you’re going and hope 

people say hi, come with me. I find this can be a bit too personal for many 

drivers and they will shyly look away. If you smile at them and say jovially ‘going 

to Salzburg’ or ‘want some highway driving entertainment’ it can help, but it 

can also just earn you a scowl! 

o 2. Stand at the end of the car park where drivers go out to get back onto the 

highway. You’ll have every single driver leaving drive past you this way which 

gives you a huge pool of potential lifts. Its less personal and I would say works 

marginally better than better than being out front of the gas station, especially 

if you’re a bit shy or just have a big scary beard! ;) 

 

- You’ll wanna be on a city’s outskirts. Hitch hiking is still considered by many a bit of a 

weird thing to do. This means that if you’re trying to do it inner city no one will want 

to pick you up purely because they’re embarrassed too. Add to this that drivers getting 

onto on to inner city on ramps are probably just going somewhere else in the city. On 

the outbound outskirts of a city they’re obviously leaving town! When you’re in a town 

this isn’t such a big issue because they’re small enough you gonna do it just about 

anywhere. 

 

- DO NOT try and hitch on the middle of a highway. Would you deem it safe at 

120km/hr+ to pull up with no safety lane. No? Well neither would any sane driver out 



there (and you most certainly don't want to ride with an insane driver!). Plus, hitching 

on the highway itself is often illegal. If you must do this, pick a recovery stop or at least 

an emergency lane where the driver can stop. 

 

Appearance: 

- If you look like a backpacker, you’ll get more rides. When people see someone with a 

big backpack on their back, they quickly make the association, this guy/girl is a 

traveller, he/she’s off on a global adventure. People get concerned if they see someone 

with no backpack, or a small one. They think, this guy is probably homeless and just 

trying to get around. If he’s homeless he’s possibly dangerous. Social perceptions are 

horrible, but they do exist, and you just have to accept and adapt to that. 

 

- It is helpful if you look relatively presentable. Wearing stained or holey clothing does 

not give the best impression. While you're at it, give your hair a bit of a brush, too! 

Unfortunately, people do judge on first appearances so if raggedy clothing and an 

extreme and/or ridiculously messy haircut/hairstyle is your thing, then you may be 

judged harshly and be left waiting on the side of the road for even longer than you 

expected. In saying that, if you can’t pull off relatively clean cut, that's cool, but at least 

try and look like you’re not hungover or sick! 

 

- Hitch hike with a second person. Firstly, it adds to your safety (although in reality 

you’re more likely to get struck by lightning than be assaulted by a driver giving you a 

lift). Secondly, believe it or not, it’s psychologically more attractive to people who’ll 

pick you up. If you’re with a second person, also wearing a backpack, mentally a driver 

thinks, ‘oh, two friends travelling the world, what a nice thing to do’. By being with 

someone else, the driver associates that you are not socially inept, because you have 

a friend. If one of the two of you is a girl, or better yet both, you’ll find it much easier 

to get a ride. Once again social conditioning of looking after the fairer sex comes in and 

gets you more lifts. 

 

- Lastly, check out hitchwiki.org, it’s a ton of info for wannabe and already there hitch 

hikers alike!  

 

I hope you’ve found these tips useful! Using them in no time will have you hitching with 

Kyrgyzstan egg farmers, architects in British Columbia driving BMW sports cars, African aid 



workers and a plethora of other cool companions. Hitch hiking is far less scary or daunting 

when you’ve done it a couple of times and is such a great way to get around! 

If you found this short report useful check out my website shoestringtravelling.com for more 

travel tips, or get mine and travel extraordinaire Mez Roche’s book for sale on Amazon. Just 

follow the link below ;) 

https://www.amazon.com/Travelling-Shoestring-Nathaniel-Clark-

ebook/dp/B01LYI00CA/ref=sr_1_1?s=digital-text&ie=UTF8&qid=1474193721&sr=1-

1&keywords=travelling+on+a+shoestring 

Safe and happy travels people! 

The Shoestring Traveller – Nate Clark 
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